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Abstrat
In this paper we study dynamial aspets of the two-dimensional (2D) gonihedri
spin model using both numerial and analytial methods. This spin model has vanishing
mirosopi surfae tension and it atually desribes an ensemble of loops living on a
2D surfae. The self-avoidane of loops is parameterized by a parameter κ. The κ = 0
model an be mapped to one of the six-vertex models disussed by Baxter and it does
not have ritial behavior. We have found that κ 6= 0 does not lead to ritial behavior
either. Finite size eets are rather severe, and in order to understand these eets
a nite volume alulation for non self-avoiding loops is presented. This model, like
his 3D ounterpart, exhibits very slow dynamis, but a areful analysis of dynamial
observables reveals non-glassy evolution (unlike its 3D ounterpart). We nd, also
in this κ = 0 ase, the law that governs the long-time, low-temperature evolution
of the system, through a dual desription in terms of defets. A power, rather than
logarithmi, law for the approah to equilibrium has been found.
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1 Introdution
The gonihedri spin model that we are going to study in this paper was rst introdued
by Savvidy in higher dimensions as a disretized model for tensionless string theory [1, 2℄.
Very soon the spin model gained interest by itself in its three dimensional version. Also its
extension to self-interating surfaes (parameterized by a self-avoidane parameter κ) led
to a family of models with dierent ritial behavior and interesting dynamial properties.
Extensive numerial and theoretial work appeared [3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄, showing that the behavior
of this 3D model turns out to be glassy [8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ even if no disorder is present. The 2D
version of the model turns out to have trivial thermodynamis but rather peuliar dynamial
properties and this is the reason that motivated us to investigate this model in detail. To
our knowledge, the only existing study of this 2D version is some work [13℄ related to the
utuation-dissipation theorem. It has been suggested that an experimental realization of
this type of models (see e.g. [3℄) ould be of appliation to magneti memory devies.
The Hamiltonian for the gonihedri spin model adapted to a 2D embedding spae is the
following
H2Dgonih = −κ
∑
<i,j>
σiσj +
κ
2
∑
≪i,j≫
σiσj − 1− κ
2
∑
[i,j,k,l]
σiσjσkσl
where σi are spin variables on the sites of a 2D square lattie, < i, j >means sum over nearest
neighbor pairs, ≪ i, j ≫ means sum over next to nearest neighbor pairs, and [i, j, k, l]
means sum over groups of four spins forming elementary plaquettes in the lattie. The
oupling onstants of this model are very nely tuned. The dynamis of models with nearest-
neighbor and next-to-nearest-neighbor interations only have been studied elsewhere [14℄. A
ompeting nearest- and next-to-nearest-neighbor model is obtained for κ = 1, where the
plaquette term is absent, but it turns out that the gonihedri κ = 1 ase lies just outside
the parameter spae they analyzed. The geometri interpretation is missing in the hoie of
ouplings of [14℄.
The energy landsape of this family of models is very peuliar in any number of dimen-
sions, due mainly to the large amount of symmetry of the ground state. This symmetry
onsists, in the 2 dimensional ase, in the possibility of ipping all spins ontained in one
row or one olumn of the lattie without hanging the energy of the ground-state
3
. This
symmetry reveals a huge degeneray of the ground state. This fat together with the dy-
namially generated energy barriers
4
that the system enounters then ooling down provides
the ingredients to exhibit glassy behavior, and the 3-dimensional model indeed does exhibit
that type of behavior [11, 12℄.
The κ parameter regulates the self-avoidane of the interfae (lines in 2 dimensions) of
up and down spins. We fous our attention on the properties of the interfae between up
3
There is atually a dierene in the symmetry operations you an perform in the κ = 0 and the κ 6= 0
ase. In the rst ase you an ip a row or a olumn of spins without any onstrain. In the seond ase,
from a ferromagneti state you an ip either only olumns or only rows. Flipping one set of spins of eah
type inreases the energy due to the generation energeti ongurations at the meeting point of the row and
olumn.
4
In the 2 dimensional ase the barriers that the model generates dynamially are not dependent of the
length of the domain (unlike the 3D version) and this will make a dierene in the dynamial behavior.
2
and down spins, beause in the bulk we know that there is no exess energy. As an be seen
in g.1 these interfae form loops that may have self-rossings.
Crossings
Corners   
Figure 1: Example of the orrespondene between spins and loops. All the energy is on-
entrated in the orners and rossings of the loops.
By looking at the energy of the loop model it is not diult to see that it an be written
as E = n2 + 4κn4, where n2 is the number of bending points of the loops formed by the
interfae, and n4 is the number of self-rossings. That means that κ→ 0 is the limit for the
non-self-avoiding loops, and the κ → ∞ is the ompletely-self-avoiding limit, in whih no
rossing of loops an exist. Thus the system likes at interfaes. This is the main reason for
the reation of energy barriers while ooling. The system tends to atten its interfae at a
rst stage, but this proess favors ongurations where square domains of any size appear,
and at low temperature those ongurations are very stable.
In the next setion we review the main thermodynamial features of the model. Setion
3 is dediated to a numerial study of the dynamis of this models at low temperature in
order to determine whether there is glassy behavior in the 2 dimensional gonihedri model
as it is atually the ase in the 3 dimensional one. In Setion 4 we arry out an analytial
study of the behavior of the system at low temperatures and long times that we then proeed
to ompare to a numerial analysis. Our onlusions are olleted in setion 5. We relegate
some tehnial details to two appendies.
2 Thermodynamis of the model
Let us begin with the simplest ase κ = 0 that is exatly solvable in the innite volume
limit and an be redued to an easy-omputable sum for nite volume (see appendix A).
The exat solution for the model with κ = 0 [18℄ shows that there is no phase transition at
nite temperature. If we take a look at g.2 we will see the innite volume energy funtion
3
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Figure 2: (a) Energy funtion and (b) spei heat of the system for κ = 0. The exat
funtion at innite volume, at nite volume, and the Monte-Carlo simulations are plotted.
and spei heat ompared to the numerial results and to the exat nite volume alula-
tion. All disrepanies between simulations and the innite volume alulations are due to
nite volume eets as we an see omparing the simulations with the exat nite volume
alulations
5
. For the other ase with κ 6= 0 there is no exat innite volume solution or
easy-omputable nite-volume expression, but the simulations do not show marked dier-
enes with the κ = 0 ase, so we are fored to onlude that there is no ordered phase at
low temperature (see g.3)
6
. The maximum in the spei heat seen in the κ = 0 ase is
still present at the same point (as it should, beause it reveals the temperature where the
rst exitations appear in the bulk) and behaves in the same way. The only remarkable
dierene is the appearane of a seond struture for suiently large κ (An indiation for
this an be seen in g.3b in the non-monotoni behavior of the spei heat for κ = 5 and
9. Notie the resaling of the data mentioned in the footnote). This seond struture an be
interpreted as the appearane of a new state for the plaquette variables whose energy grows
with κ. No volume dependene of this struture has been found, so there is no evidene of
phase transition. In gures 4a and 4b we an atually see the formation of this seondary
struture and its independene on the volume, respetively.
The same model but in 3 dimensions exhibits a quite omplex phase spae, with a ther-
modynamial transition at a temperature Tc between two distint phases that happens to
5
It is lear that in this model the nite volume eets are very important, mostly around the temperature
where the maximum in the spei heat is plaed. The nite volume alulations are performed with a 1002
volume and periodi boundary onditions.
6
Can be seen from this plots that the energy has been resaled in order to have energy −1 at zero
temperature. The same kind of onvenient resaling of the temperature and the spei heat with a fator
depending only on κ has been performed to ompare the dierent simulations.
4
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Figure 3: (a) Energy funtion and (b) spei heat of the system for dierent values of κ.
Only simulations are plotted. Signals of the non-monotoni behavior an be seen for the
κ = 5 and κ = 9 ase in the high temperature region of the plot.
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Figure 4: Closer look to the seondary struture. In (a) there is the evolution of the struture
with κ. Remember that all the data has been resaled to make the omparison between them
easier. In (b) the dependene of this struture with the volume is tested for κ = 9. The
onlusion is that it is not dependent on the volume.
hange from rst order to seond order when the value of κ rosses some ritial value [6℄.
Also a dynamial transition is present in the 3 dimensional model at a temperature Tg ≤ Tc.
The fat that there is no phase transition in this spin model an be eventually traed
bak to the ne tuning of the parameters in the Hamiltonian. Sine there is only one phase,
5
no useful order parameter an be onstruted. This makes impossible the analysis of the
dynamis of this model along the onventional lines of domain growth used in [15℄. The
dynamial properties of this 2D model will be disussed in the next setion.
3 Dynamial analysis of the model
As we have mentioned above our motivation in studying this model is to determine if the
dynamial behavior that it exhibits glassy features, as its 3D ounterpart, or just signs
of very slow evolution. The tehnique we shall use in this setion will be based on two-
time orrelation funtions [16, 17℄. Before entering into details let us stop for a moment to
understand whih are the main features of the evolution of the system.
3.1 Thinking about dynamis
For this qualitative analysis we are going to use the loop language. As we have seen, all the
energy is onentrated in the orners of the loop and in the rossing of one loop with eah
other. To simplify the reasoning we are going to use the κ = 0 limit where the loops an
freely ross eah other, but the same onlusions an be obtained with κ 6= 0. We are going
to study the evolution at low temperatures, so we have to aept that thermal utuations
are rare.
  
(a)
  
(b)
Figure 5: Examples of loop ongurations. (a) A disordered one, before evolution takes
plae. (b) After some evolution the loops have redued the number of orners and have
found a metastable onguration.
A disordered onguration (g.5(a)) will try to evolve by straightening the boundaries of
the domains in order to minimize the number of orners. After this rst thermalization, the
system will end up with some long lines glued together with some orners in a non-optimal
way (see g.5(b)). In general, by dereasing the energy in every step, the loop is going to get
trapped in some very stable states whose energy annot derease further without inreasing
6
it temporarily. The rst phase of the evolution is really fast due to the fat that almost all
moves derease the energy.
From this point on, the evolution is quite slow beause there are energy barriers to jump
over that the system has reated during the rst fast evolution.
3.2 Is there a dynamial transition?
Let us make now a more detailed quantitative analysis of the dynamial behavior of the
model. The magnitude we are going to use is the autoorrelation funtion of the energy per
plaquette ei
C(t, tw) =
1
N
∑
i
ei(tw)ei(t) , t > tw (1)
where the sum runs over all the plaquettes in the lattie. To avoid over-ounting the bonds,
we have taken the following denition for the energy per plaquette. For eah plaquette we
will ount the energy oming from the plaquette term, the two next to nearest neighbor
terms, and two of the four nearest neighbor terms in suh a way that one bond is horizontal
and the other is vertial.
Let us now desribe the results from our numerial analysis. All simulations shown here
have been performed with a metropolis-like Monte Carlo algorithm with periodi bound-
ary onditions. The volume is 1002 in all the data, unless otherwise indiated. The data
presented in this setion orrespond to averaging over 25 independent systems.
We start by studying two dierent waiting times like for example tw = 100, 1000 and
a few temperatures. We an easily see that there are some temperatures where the auto-
orrelation funtion C(t, tw) depends only on t− tw, a good indiation that the system has
reahed equilibrium (unlike for instane in a glassy phase), while at lower temperatures the
autoorrelation funtion happens to depend on t and tw independently. In gure 6 we an
see an example of this. This behavior ould hint to the existene of some kind of dynamial
transition like the same model in 3D. To make it learer we an look at the form of the au-
toorrelation funtion above T ∗, where the supposed dynamial transition would take plae.
We an attempt a t to this data with an strethed exponential
A exp
[
−
(
t− tw
τ
)c]
(2)
It's lear from the plots in g.6a that the ts are apparently very satisfatory.
If we extrat τ from the ts and make a plot as a funtion of the temperature, we will
see that τ grows when we derease the temperature. This would suggest that the τ ould
diverge at some nite temperature, so we try to t it with a power-like divergene funtion.
The tting funtion we have used is
K
(T − T ∗)b (3)
The t is shown in gure 8 (solid urve), and it provides a value for T ∗. The problem is
that the value the t delivers is around 0.57, while looking at g.(6) we expeted something
7
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Figure 6: Autoorrelation funtion for dierent temperatures. (a) At this temperatures
the autoorrelation funtion depends only on t − tw. The ts to the data are plotted with
lines. (b) At these lower temperatures the autoorrelation looks dependent of tw and t
independently.
Figure 7: Exploring longer waiting times tw we an see the slow approximation to equilibrium
of the autoorrelation funtion. Two dierent temperatures are plotted. In the lower tem-
perature (T = 0.5) the equilibrium is not yet reahed, but the range where the dependene
in tw is not manifest grows with tw.
between 0.8 and 0.9, exatly where we are beginning to see tw dependene. The proedure
is thus not self-onsistent and we need some explanation for this disrepany.
8
Let's explore muh longer waiting times. If we do that, we will be able to understand
exatly what is happening. In gure 7 we disover that at longer waiting times the depen-
dene in tw disappears, leaving only a funtion of t − tw. This is an indiation that the
system is not in a putative glassy phase but is just exhibiting an extremely slow relaxation
to equilibrium.
One we have reahed the equilibrium at lower temperatures we an t and extrat the
autoorrelation time. Adding this new data to the τ vs. temperature plot we realize that the
previous t is not satisfatory with this new data, so we are lead to make a new t. After
this new t with more data is performed, the new value for T ∗ happens to be muh lower
than the previous estimation (see g. 8, doted urve).The new value of T ∗ dereases to 0.29.
0.6 0.8 1
Temperature
0
50
100
τ
Old data for τ
New data for τ
Fit to the old data
Fit to complete set of data
Figure 8: New data and new t of the autoorrelation time in terms of temperature.
Thus supposing that we an go on equilibrating the system at any temperature for large but
nite values of tw, we must onlude that the T
∗
parameter will get loser to zero with eah
new point we inlude in the data. We onlude that there is no dynamial transition to a
glassy phase, even though that was the ase in the 3 dimensional version of the model.
The autoorrelation funtion at low temperatures depends on tw but when we inrease
the value of tw this dependene disappears ompletely. In this example the two last sets
of data for T = 0.65 oinide, so we an delare that it is independent of tw for tw > 10
4
(at this temperature). We have not reahed the omplete equilibrium in the T = 0.5 ase,
but we an see that for tw = 10
4
and tw = 10
5
the oinidene has grown onsiderably. So
the onlusion is that the autoorrelation is approximating to some equilibrium shape. For
κ 6= 0 the analysis follows exatly the same steps, and the same onlusion is reahed. We
an see in g.9 that the same kind of behavior is present in κ = 9.
We an take a look at other observables like the two time overlap funtionQ(tw+t, tw+t
′),
9
Figure 9: Example for κ = 9 of the approximation to the equilibrium of the autoorrelation
funtion at temperature T = 0.7
or the autoorrelation of the loal magnetization Cm(tw + t, tw) [17℄. Suppose we let a
system evolve through a time tw, then we make two opies of the system and evolve them
independently t and t′ respetively, then the observables are dened as
Q(tw + t, tw + t
′) =
1
N
∑
i
σ
(1)
i (tw + t)σ
(2)
i (tw + t
′) (4)
Cm(tw + t, tw) =
1
N
∑
i
σi(tw)σi(tw + t) (5)
where the upper-index indiates whih is the opy that the spin belongs to.
In equilibrium (that is when the autoorrelation is independent of tw) they should satisfy
Q(tw + t, tw + t) = Cm(tw + 2t, tw). (6)
We an see in gure 10 that the relation (6) is fully aomplished by our system. Another
indiation of the non-glassiness of our model (for κ = 0 in this ase). The same behavior is
present in κ 6= 0.
4 Analytial results for the evolution
One of the dierenes between glassy and non-glassy evolution is the fat that for the former,
logarithmi growth of domains dominates the evolution of the system at long times. Then
we are used to talk in terms of domains and domain walls, veloity of the domain growth,
or the energy ontained in a domain wall.
10
Figure 10: The autoorrelation funtion of the loal magnetization Cm(tw + t, tw) (Symbols)
and the overlap funtion Q(tw + t/2, tw + t/2) (lines). Lines are Cm and symbols are Q
data. From left to right, T = 1.1(©), T = 1.0(), T = 0.9(✸), T = 0.8(△), T = 0.65(+),
T = 0.5(×). Formula (6) is learly veried.
The reason that the domain growth onepts annot be applied to the gonihedri model
in 2 dimensions, unlike traditional Ising-type models, is that there is no good loal order
parameter that allows us to say when a piee of `ordered' system is in one ground-state or
the other, so we annot distinguish domains with dierent ground-state onguration in its
bulk.
In the gonihedri spin model there are so many dierent ground states that we an travel
around a plaquette without rossing any extra aumulation of energy, and yet nd extra
energy in the plaquette we have been surrounding. This would not be possible if a domain
wall would have existed. Here rather than domains we have to talk about point-like defets.
In gure 11 we an see an example for κ = 0 and for κ 6= 0 where an isolated defet
(aumulation of energy) is marked with a big ×.
4.1 Defet dynamis at very long times
From now we are going to onsider the ase κ = 0. Already in [13℄ Buhot and Garrahan
dened the dual version of the gonihedri model we are going to use in this setion. This
duality is just a hange of variables, from spins to plaquette variables, where the plaquette
variable an be dened in the way
τ[i,j,k,l] =
1− (σiσjσkσl)
2
(7)
11
Plaquette with
extra energy
(a) (b)
Figure 11: Examples of isolated defets for (a) κ = 0 and (b) κ 6= 0
i.e., the plaquette dual variable is zero when there is no extra energy aumulated on it and
is equal to +1 when there is a defet there. Then the extra energy of the system will be just
the sum of the τ variables, or the number of defets7.
But the dual model is not just a model of defets. The fat that the defets are dened in
terms of spin ongurations of an interating spin model is essential, and provides the defet
model an speial onstrained dynamis. There are some rules in order to move, reate or
annihilate defets: One defet on its own an't move, it is stable as it is, the only way it an
move is through the reation of two more defets, that means to limb up an energy barrier
∆E = 2. In ontrast, two neighboring defets an freely move, but only in one diretion
(horizontal pairs move vertially and vertial pairs move horizontally). The only way defets
an disappear is by meeting four defets in a square pattern, or when a moving pair ollides
with an isolated defet, then the moving pair will disappear moving the isolated defet as
a result. This desription in terms of moving defets will allow us to nd an analytial
expression for the energy deay at very long times.
The energy is related with the number of defets as we mentioned before, so we would
like to know how defet density evolve in time. To do that we need to understand whih is
the leading mehanism that make defets disappear.
Our starting point will be a system that has relaxed from a disordered onguration to a
low temperature for a long time. So at that moment we have to onsider that all the defets
are isolated. In these onditions, the movement of all those defets is really slow, beause to
move they have to reate a pair of defets, i.e. overome an energy barrier. The probability
to do this is ∼ exp(−2/T ), where T is the temperature. The harateristi time will this
be ∼ exp(2/T ). For low temperatures, this will be very long time, and we an neglet the
possibility of two pairs of defets being reated suessively.
Let us assume that a pair of defets has been reated (see the rst diagram of Fig. 12).
7
Note that this desription is useful at long times and low temperatures only when κ = 0. This is the
ases where the rossing-loop-like plaquettes do not ontribute to the energy.
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After this reation, two defets will move freely in horizontal or vertial diretion. Beause
the move of the pair is muh faster than the reation of the next pair, the proess may
onlude in two ways: either the pair returns to the defet it just left behind and returns
to the original onguration, or it nds in its random-walk-like movement another defet,
ollides with it, and disappears, resulting in a move for the seondary defet too. The rst
ase leaves the nal onguration unhanged so it represents a frustrated trial of moving an
isolated defet, while the seond ends up with two defets displaed by one lattie step. In
gure 12 there is an sketh of that proess.
Figure 12: Sketh of the leading proess that allows defets to move. In the rst step
an isolated defet transforms in three omplementary defets, then two of them move in a
random walk like way until they nd a seond defet to ombine and disappear.
Thus as we are not sure that reating that extra pair is going to provide a move of the
defet beause of the frustrated trials, we annot ompute the average time for the traveling
pairs of defets to reah a given distane d. In fat this average is divergent8. We have to
ompute instead the probability of a suess in olliding with a dierent defet one a pair
is reated. The inverse of this probability will give to us (by the same argument as before)
the harateristi time for the suessful move to happen.
The probability of reating a pair is already known and is ∼ exp(−2/T ), the probability
of a suessful move of the pair i.e. reahing another defet, an be easily determined
by onsidering a random walk with an absorbing wall at the origin, and omputing the
probability of arriving at a distane d for the rst time [19℄. Some details are given in
Appendix B. The result is 1/d. Thus the nal probability for an isolated defet to move one
step is
P ∼ exp(−2/T )
d
(8)
But the distane d an be parameterized in terms of the density of defets ρ like d ∼ 1/ρ so
P ∼ ρ exp(−2/T ) (9)
8
This an be easily seen by setting the starting point at x0 = 1, the absorving wall at x0 = 0, and the
target at x = 2. The average time to reah x = 2 will be 〈T 〉 =∞× 1
2
+ 1× 1
2
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and learly the number of MC steps needed to move one site a given defet is
τ1 ∼ P−1 ∼ exp(2/T )
ρ
(10)
Now, we know the probability of an isolated defet to move one step in the lattie. The
next thing we need to know is how often two defets meet eah other and beome a pair.
This is interesting beause one they beome a pair they will move freely and will easily nd
a third defet to deay with. Only at this point and not before we have dereased in two
units the number of defets. Let's do the alulation.
As the move of a pair is very fast, we only need to know the time needed for one defet
to meet another one. The move of defets is a slow random walk with a harateristi time
lik τ1. Unlike in the previous ase the probability of one defet meeting another one is 1,
and the harateristi time needed to travel a distane d will be proportional to d2, so nally
the harateristi time τ needed for two defets to meet is
τ ∼ τ1
(
1
ρ
)2
∼ exp(2/T )
ρ3
(11)
Now we an set the dierential equation of the evolution of the number of defets
dρ
dt
∼ −2
τ
ρ ∼ −2ρ4 exp(−2/T ) (12)
This dierential equation is valid only for low temperatures and long times (beause there
are only isolated defets), and low density of defets (beause we onsidered large distanes
between defets), but this ondition is impliit if we demand low temperatures and very long
times.
Solving (12) we nd that the density of defets should evolve in time like ρ ∼ t− 13 and
as a onsequene the energy evolves in the same way. In the next setion we are going to
perform a simulation of the energy at very long times and ompare the way it evolves with
our predition.
4.2 Long times simulation
To ompare with the analytial result we performed long simulations at very low tempera-
tures. For this purpose we started with a disordered initial onguration and let it evolve
with a Monte Carlo algorithm at very low temperatures like 0.4 or 0.33. The nal data is
the average of 20 independent evolutions from 20 dierent initial states.
In gure 13 we an see the evolution in time of the defet onentration
9
, losely related
to the energy density through the relation ρ = (E+1)/2 where the energy density is dened
here as E = − 1
N
∑
i(σσσσ)✷i
The plateau starts when [13℄ the system has already reahed an stable onguration and
nds energy barriers that makes diult to derease the energy. As we have seen before
9
This plot is in omplete agreement with the plot in g. 2a of ref.[13℄, where dierent aspets the same
model are analyzed with a dierent kind of Monte-Carlo algorithm. Note that our temperature sale is
related to the one in [13℄ by a fator of 2 oming from the Hamiltonian we used in our simulations.
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Figure 13: Defet onentration in funtion of time in a log-log plot. The slope at the latest
stage of evolutions around 0.34 for T = 0.4.
those energy barriers ost an energy ∆E = 2, so the time needed to reativate the evolution
will be of order ∼ exp(2/T ). After the plateau the evolution ontains only isolated defets
and spontaneous utuations in form of pairs of defets that appear when an isolated defet
is trying to move. So this should be the range of validity of our alulation, or in other
words, in this region the evolution should be like ρ ∼ t− 13 . Note that this behavior should
set in rather slowly (see AppendixB) and therefore it should be apparent only for very low
onentration of defets. Note also that the evolution depends only on the onentration of
defets one we are in the ativated regime.
Indeed when we look at plot of the data (see g.13) it is lear that in the ativated
regime in a logarithmi sale, the behavior is approximately linear. However the slope
hanges slightly with the onentration of defets, whih we understand as a signal of the
slow setting in of the asymptoti regime whih we just disussed. At this very late stage
(beyond ∼ 5 × 105 Monte-Carlo steps for T = 0.4) the slope stabilizes to a value lose to
−0.34; that is really lose to the one we predited. Note that the bulk of the data lies
preisely in this region (for this temperature we have run up to 2 × 106). For T = 0.33 we
have not yet reahed the region where the t of the slope beomes stable, in spite of having
run up to 3 × 106 sweeps; however we have ompared the slopes at similar values of the
onentration of defets with the T = 0.4 ase and found quite similar values. From this we
onlude that for enough long times we would obtain a value for the slope ompatible with
the −0.33 we expet.
For κ 6= 0 it is harder to know exatly what is the law for the evolution of the defets
at long times and low temperatures. Some simulations have been made. In gure 14 we
ompare a long time simulation of κ = 0 and κ = 9. It an be seen that the κ = 9 ase does
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Figure 14: Defet onentration in funtion of time in a log-log plot for T = 0.4. Two
dierent volumes for κ = 9 and one for κ = 0 are ompared.
not seem to follows a power law (two dierent volumes for κ = 9 are shown to reet that
the plot is volume independent). At very long times the evolution, though rather similar,
it is atually faster, sine the defet onentration is reahing lower values in shorter times.
This is expeted due to the lak of a pure geometrial interpretation in the κ 6= 0.
5 Conlusions
In this work we have analyzed the dynamial behavior of a two dimensional spin model
with very `geometri' ouplings. The mirosopi surfae tension is zero and the energy is
onentrated on the orners of the loops separating regions of dierent ferromagneti states
(ferromagneti states are not the only ground states, the degeneray of the ground state is
22ℓ or 2ℓ depending on whether the self-avoidane parameter κ is turned on or not).
The model has rather trivial thermodynami properties for non self-avoiding loops. It
an atually be mapped to an exatly solvable six-vertex model, albeit exhibiting rather
remarkable nite size eets. When the self-avoidane parameter is turned on, no phase
transition or thermodynami singularity is found.
On the ontrary, the dynamial properties of the system are rather interesting. Its 3D
ounterpart does exhibit logarithmi growth of domains and quite lear glassy behavior below
a ertain temperature. We do nd slow dynamis, but they rather orrespond to a power
law (κ = 0) or faster (κ 6= 0), and denitely there is no sign of glassy dynamis at least
down to the rather low temperatures we have explored.
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A The 2D nite size partition funtion for κ = 0
The partition funtion for our model with κ = 0 is,
Z =
∑
{σ}
e−βHκ=0 (13)
where {σ} is the set of all possible ongurations of spins, and Hκ=0 is the κ = 0 resaled
Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
[i,j,k,l]
σiσjσkσl = −
∑
✷
σσσσ (14)
the last step just being a simpler form of writing the Hamiltonian, with the notation ✷
meaning spins forming a plaquette in the lattie.
We an transform the expression (13) in the following way
Z =
∑
{σ}
e−βH =
∑
{σ}
∏
✷
eβσσσσ (15)
= (cosh(β))N
∑
{σ}
∏
✷
{
1 + xσσσσ
}
(16)
where x ≡ tanh(β) Expanding the produt and performing the summation over ongura-
tions only terms with an even power on eah spin will survive. It's not diult to see that
this summation an be mapped into another ombinatorial problem.
Plaquettes
with an even power
spins contributing
Figure 15: one olumn of plaquettes. Eah spin appears 2 times so this term ontributes to
the sum with a weight xℓ.
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Consider that we have a term that ontains one plaquette. This term will not ontribute
unless some of the plaquettes beside it appear also in that term. We have two ways to make
this term ontribute, either we take also the plaquettes above and below it or the plaquettes
at the right side and the left side. In any ase we still have problems with four spins (two
spins of eah new plaquette), so if we ontinue adding plaquettes in the same diretion we
will omplete a vertial row of plaquettes or an horizontal one (see g.15) with the help of
the boundary onditions. That means that the simplest ombination of plaquettes that is
going to ontribute to the summation will be a olumn or an horizontal line of plaquettes,
and its weight will be xℓ where ℓ is the length of the row (N = ℓ2)
Then we have to ount all possible ombinations of vertial and horizontal lines, multi-
plying their weights. Only two more things have to be taken into aount. When a term
ontains horizontal and vertial lines some plaquettes have to be removed beause if not
their spins would have an odd power (see g.16). The plaquettes that we have to remove are
the ones on the rossings of vertial and horizontal lines. Finally an overall 1/2 fator has to
be used to ompensate the over-ounting, beause eah spin onguration has two possible
representations in this ombinatorial problem.
This plaquette is not
present in this term
Figure 16: An example of a term with vertial and horizontal lines. This term ontributes
with a weight x2ℓ−2.
All this has been made to transform the expression∑
{σ}
∏
✷
{
1 + σσσσx
}
(17)
in
2N
1
2
ℓ∑
v=0
ℓ∑
h=0
(
ℓ
v
)(
ℓ
h
)
xℓ(h+v)−2hv (18)
that is muh more simple at least in the omputational sense. The ombinatorial fator
(
ℓ
v
)
is the number of dierent ongurations for v vertial olumns of plaquettes, and the same
for the horizontal. Working a little bit more we an simplify this expression one step further
performing one of the summations and nd its nal form
Zℓ = (2 cosh(β))N 1
2
ℓ∑
v=0
(
ℓ
v
)[
xv + xℓ−v
]ℓ
(19)
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where is now lear the over-ounting if you realize that eah term is invariant under v → ℓ−v.
Now this expression an be alulated easily at any temperature with a omputer for any
square lattie. Also in the limit ℓ → ∞ we an alulate exatly the sum in (19) (whih
is equal 2 for any temperature dierent from zero) and reover the exat expression for the
innite volume partition funtion
Z∞ = (2 cosh(β))N (20)
Now from this expressions for the partition funtions we an extrat information like the
energy or the spei heat that we plot in setion 2.
B Probability of a pair of defets meeting a third one
The magnitude we want to alulate is the probability for a pair of defets following a
random walk with an absorving wall at x = 0 to reah a distane x, where the pair is
absorbed, starting at point x0. We all this probability fn. In the asymptoti limit where
the number of random walk steps n is large, the probability of traveling from x0 to x in n
steps is
Q0n(x, x0) =
e−(x−x0)
2/2n
(2πn)1/2
. (21)
The index zero denotes that this is an unrestrited random walk. Now we need to nd the
probability of going from x0 to x in n steps with an absorbing wall at the origin. We shall
use the method of images in order to subtrat the random walks that are forbidden beause
of the wall with an auxiliary walker that starts his walk at position −x0. The probability
we are interested in is
QWn (x, x0) = Q
0
n(x, x0)−Q0n(x,−x0) (22)
To take into aount that the pair is absorved at point x, we have to exlude random paths
where x is visited more than one. Let the generating funtion for the probabilitiesQWn (x, x0)
be
P(z) =
∞∑
n=1
QWn (x, x0)z
n =
∞∑
n=1
pnz
n
(23)
and onsider the generating funtion of the probabilities QWn (x, x)
R(z) =
∞∑
n=1
QWn (x, x)z
n =
∞∑
n=1
rnz
n
(24)
The probability we have after fn obeys the relation
pn = fn + fn−1r1 + fn−2r2 + · · ·+ f1rn−1 (25)
or, in terms of generating funtions,
F(z) = P(z)R(z) (26)
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Finally,
P(z) = e
−x√2y
√
2y
[ex0
√
2y − e−x0
√
2y], (27)
R(z) = 1√
2y
[1− e−2
√
2y], (28)
where we have taken z = e−y, and the ondition z < 1 is needed to perform the integrations.
From these two results and eq.26,
F(z) = sinhx0
√
2y
sinhx
√
2y
(29)
This generating funtion evaluated at the partiular point
10 z = 1− gives us the desired
probability
∞∑
n=1
fn = F(1−) = x0
x
. (30)
10
z = 1− means that we must approximate z = 1 from below i.e. limǫ→0F(1− |ǫ|).
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